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NP-Hardness Results for Tension-Free LayoutC. F. X. de Mendon�ca N.�y P. EadeszxC. L. Lucchesi�y J. Meidanis�yAbstractA tension-free layout of a weighted graph G is an embedding of G in the plane suchthat the Euclidean distance between adjacent nodes is equal to the edge weight. Veryfew weighted graphs admit such a layout. However, any graph can be made into atension-free graph by repeated application of an operation called vertex splitting, or byremoving edges. In this paper we show that computing the minimum number of suchoperations that yield a tension-free graph is NP-hard.1 IntroductionA tension-free layout of a weighted graph G is an embedding of G in the plane such thatthe Euclidean distance between adjacent nodes is equal to the edge weight.Tension-free layouts of graphs play an important role in several visualization problems.For example, in the problem of visualization of email tra�c [8, 3] we are required to draw agraph of email connections on the screen, with the Euclidean distance between two nodes be-ing proportional to the amount of email tra�c between the nodes. Many other applicationsof weighted embeddings are given in the literature [4, 7, 6, 9].Of course, for most weighted graphs, a tension-free layout is impossible. In general, theconstraints imposed on the position of a node by all the neighbors of this node are too manyto be met simultaneously.One way to overcome this problem is by considering vertex splitting operations. Intu-itively, a vertex v may be \split" by making two copies v1 and v2 and attaching each edgeincident with v to either v1 or v2, but not to both. The operation is illustrated in Figure1. The problem becomes easier because v1 and v2 have less constraints to satisfy than theoriginal v.In this paper we show that �nding the minimum number of vertex splitting operationsto give a tension-free layout is NP-hard. Eades and Mendon�ca [2] give a heuristic approachbased on the Spring System discussed by Kamada [7]. A slight modi�cation of our proofgives the same NP-hardness result when edge removal rather than vertex splitting operationsare considered.�Supported partially by a grant from LAC-FAPESP and Proj. Integrado CNPqyDepto. de Ciência da Comp., UNICAMP SP BrasilzSupported partially by The Dept. of Comp. Sci. Univ. of NewcastlexDept. of Computer Science, Univ. of Newcastle NSW Australia1



Figure 1: The splitting operationThe rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de�ne the basic terms usedthroughout. Section 3 presents our main results. Finally, Section 4 contains our conclusionsand plans for future work.2 Terminology and Basic Results2.1 GraphsIn this section we review basic facts on graphs and �x terminology. Detailed de�nitions canbe found in any standard text, e.g., the book by Bondy and Murty [1].A graph G consists of a set VG of vertices and a set EG of edges, where each edge of G isan unordered pair of distinct vertices of G. The reader may note that this de�nition is thesame as the de�nition of simple graph for some authors. A graph G is said to be �nite if VGis �nite. When the graph is understood from the context, we write only V and E insteadof VG and EG.Let e = fu; vg be an edge of G. For simplicity we denote such edge not only by e butalso by uv or vu. The edge e is said to be incident with u and v; vertices u and v are calledthe endpoints of e; vertex u is said to be adjacent to v and vice-versa; and u and v areneighbors. For a given vertex x we de�ne the adjacent vertex set of x, denoted by Adj(x),as the set of all adjacent vertices of x in G. For a given vertex x we de�ne the neighborhoodof x, denoted by Nx, which consists of the set of all edges incident with x. Let d(x) denotethe size of the neighborhood of x.A graph H = (U; F ) is a subgraph of a graph G = (V;E) if U is a subset of V and F isa subset of E.A path between vertices u and v in a graph G is a sequence (u = v1; v1v2; v2; :::; vk = v)of alternating vertices and edges, with no repeated vertices, that is, for any pair of verticesvi and vj in the path we have vi 6= vj if i 6= j. Each edge in the path is incident with thevertices preceding and following it in the path. Since the edges are well de�ned by theirend points, we may denote a path simply as a sequence of vertices (u = v1; v2; :::; vk = v)where each vertex vi is adjacent to vi�1 and vi+1 (except u and v of course). The length ofa path is de�ned as the number of edges in the path. The distance between two vertices u2



and v is de�ned as the length of the shortest path between u and v. To avoid any conictbetween this graph-theoretic de�nition of distance and the de�nition of geometrical distancebetween two points, we adopt the convention that the distance between two points in theplane is called Euclidean distance (square root of the sum of the squares of the di�erencesof x coordinates and y coordinates).2.2 Graph DrawingsA straight line drawing of a graph G = (V;E) is a function D : V ! R2 that associates aposition in the plane to each vertex v of V . Since all drawings in this paper are straightline drawings, we omit the term \straight line".A weight assignment for a graph G = (V;E) is a function w : E ! R+. A weightedgraph G = (V;E;w) consists of a graph G = (V;E) and a weight assignment w for G. Theweight of an edge e 2 E is the non-negative real value w(e).The tension in an edge in a drawing of a weighted graph is de�ned as the di�erencebetween the edge weight and the Euclidean distance between the two endpoint vertices. Adrawing of a weighted graph G is said to be tension-free if the tension is 0 for all edges ofG. When a weighted graph G = (V;E;w) admits a tension-free drawing we say that w is avalid weight assignment.A splitting operation on a vertex v is a partition of the neighborhood of v into k � 2 nonempty subsets of edges, followed by replacement of v by k new vertices, one for each subsetin the partition. The new vertices will have these sets as their neighborhoods. Hence, thenumber of edges remains the same under a splitting operation, but the number of nodesgrows by k � 1. Also, if the original graph is weighted, the edge weights remain the same.If k = 2 we have a binary splitting operation. Since in our work we consider only binarysplitting operations, we omit the word binary throughout this paper.Proposition 2.1 A graph G = (V;E) can be transformed into:� a planar graph, or� a forest, or� a bipartite graphby a sequence of splitting operations.Proof: We perform splitting operations on all vertices with degree bigger than 1 until weget a graph where all vertices have degree 1. This graph belongs to all the above classes. 2Corollary 2.2 A weighted graph G = (V;E;w) can be transformed in a graph with a validweight assignment by a sequence of splitting operations. 23



3 Complexity of the SPLIT-TENSION-FREE GRAPH prob-lemIn this Section we show that computing the minimum set of splitting operations to validatea weight assignment is NP-Hard.SPLIT-TENSION-FREE GRAPHInstance: Graph G, positive integer number K � jEj, weight assignment w forG.Question: Is there a sequence of K or less splitting operations that yields agraph G0 = (V 0; E) for which w is a valid weight assignment?Theorem 3.1 The SPLIT-TENSION-FREE GRAPH problem is NP-hard.To prove this theorem we must make some de�nitions and state two lemmas.A circuit is a connected graph where all vertices have degree 2. The number of verticesof the circuit is called size. A circuit of size 3 is called triangle.The perimeter of a circuit in a weighted circuit is the sum of the weights of its edges.Lemma 3.2 If a weight assignment for a circuit C = (V;E) of size n > 2 is a validassignment then no edge weight exceeds half of the perimeter.Proof: Let C be a circuit of G, e one of its edges and L a valid weight assignment withperimeter p. Let D be a tension-free layout of C. By de�nition of tension-free layout,the Euclidian distance between the endpoints of e is precisely w(e). Furthermore, thatEuclidian distance does not exceed the sum of the weights of the edges in C distinct frome. Therefore, p = Xa2Ew(a) = w(e) +Xa2Ea 6=e w(a) � 2w(e): 2Lemma 3.3 Two di�erent tension-free drawings for the same valid weight assignment ofa triangle are isometric.Proof: Let T be a triangle with a valid weight assignment w, and let v, u, and x be thenodes of T . Given two tension-free drawings of T , we can always translate one of them sothat the images of v coincide in a point v0. After doing that, we can now apply a rotationaround v0 and make the images of u coincide in a point u0. Note that such a rotation leavesv0 �xed. At this stage either the images of w coincide or they are symmetric with respectto the line v0u0. But a reection with respect to a line is also an isometry, so in all casesone drawing can be obtained from the other by composing with a plane isometry. 2Proof: (of Theorem 3.1)We reduce 3SAT to the SPLIT-TENSION-FREE GRAPH problem.4



3-SATISFIABILITY (3SAT)Instance: Set U of variables, collection C of clauses over U such that eachclause c 2 C has jcj = 3.Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment for C?Reference: Garey and Johnson [5] problem [LO2] page 259.Let U be a set of variables and C be a collection of clauses over U such that eachclause c 2 C has jcj = 3. We shall construct a weighted graph G = (V;E;w) such thata satisfying truth assignment exists for C if and only if there is a sequence of K = jU jsplitting operations in G that yields a weighted graph G0 = (V 0; E; w) for which w is a validweight assignment.Before describing the graph G, let us introduce certain elements that appear very fre-quently in G. One of these elements is what we call an overlapped vertex. This is not reallya vertex but rather a path v = (v1; v2; :::; vK+1) of K + 1 vertices where all the edges haveweight 0. So, although an overlapped vertex is actually composed of several vertices, in any
Figure 2: A drawing of overlapped graph

tension-free drawing they must be drawn inthe same coordinates. When depicting sucha drawing, an overlapped vertex will be de-noted by a round vertex. We say that vertexvi is the vertex at layer i of v.To distinguish them from overlappedvertices, ordinary vertices in G will be calledsplit vertices. This name is meaningful be-cause these vertices are good candidates tosplit if we don't have a tension-free layoutbut want one. Overlapped vertices are notgood candidates to split because even if wesplit K of them there will still be one leftto make the assignment invalid. Remem-ber that we are allowed at most K splittingoperations. In a drawing, split vertices aredenoted by a square with rounded corners.An edge connecting two split vertices is just a regular edge in G. In contrast, edgesconnecting at least one overlapped vertex are called overlapped edges. An overlapped edgeconnecting two overlapped vertices u and v means that each vertex ui is adjacent to avertex vi in the same layer. An overlapped edge connecting an overlapped vertex u to asplit vertex s means that the vertex s is adjacent to all vertices u1, u2, ...,uK+1. When aweight is assigned to an overlapped edge e, the same assignment is given to all K +1 edgesof e. In a drawing, an overlapped edge is denoted by a thick line.If a graph is composed of overlapped vertices, split-vertices and overlapped edges it iscalled overlapped graph. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 2.We are now ready to describe the graph G constructed from an instance of 3SAT. Thegraph G has three parts: 5



pillar a constant graph for \holding" the remainder of G,ippers one for each variable in U , andswings one for each clause in C.The pillar consists of three overlapped triangles fr; t; xg, fv; v; xg and fv; v; tg with thevertex x in common between the �rst and second triangles and the edge vv between thesecond and the third triangles. More precisely, the pillar consists of �ve overlapped vertices,v, x, v, r, and t and the following overlapped edges with their weights:
Figure 3: The pillar

w(vv) = 18;w(vx) = 15;w(xv) = 15;w(vt) = 9;w(vt) = 9;w(xr) = 113;w(tr) = 101;w(xt) = 12:Figure 3 displays a tension-free drawing ofthe pillar. Vertex t must overlap the edgesvv and rx to make the drawing tension-free(the triangles vtv and xtr must have area0). It is easy to see that the weight assignment for the pillar is valid (a tension free layoutmay be (�9; 12); (0; 0); (9; 12); (0; 12); (0; 113) for v, x, v, t, and r respectively).For each variable u 2 U we build a gadget called ipper which consists of four vertices,namely, a pair of splitting vertices s and s adjacent to u and u, respectively. The ipper isconnected to the pillar by two overlapped edges: sv, and sv. More precisely, we have twooverlapped vertices u and u, two split vertices s and s, and the following overlapped edges:
Figure 4: The ipperw(uu) = 15;w(su) = 0:5;w(su) = 0:5;w(sv) = 0:5;w(sv) = 0:5:Figure 4 displays a drawing of the ipperassociated with a literal and the weight as-signment of each edge. The ippers asso-ciated with the di�erent variables overlapeach other, however they are not bound to each other, except by the pillar, and therefore6



they are independent. It is easy to see that the weight assignment shown in Figure 4 inthe combination ipper attached to the pillar is not valid, by Lemma 3.2. Note that thecircuit fv; v; s; u; u; sg has perimeter 35 and one of the edges vv has weight 18. However,one splitting operation in s or s makes the weight assignment valid.For each clause c 2 C, c = l1 _ l2 _ l3 with literals l1; l2; l3 in U , we build a gadgetcalled swing. Without loss of generality let us suppose that the literals l1, l2 and l3 arerespectively u1, u2 and u3. The corresponding swing consists of two overlapped trianglesfl1; l2; yg and fy; l3; rg. Note that the vertex r is the vertex on the \top" of the pillar. Theweight assignment for this swing is as follows:
Figure 5: The swing

w(l1l2) = 16;w(l1y) = 8;w(l2y) = 8;w(ry) = 4;w(rl3) = 4;w(yl3) = 8:Figure 5 displays one of the clauses. Theswings overlap each other, but they arebound to each other only by the commonvertex r. To have a tension free layout thetwo triangles fl1; l2; yg and fy; l3; rg musthave area 0. Finally, each swing will be con-nected to three literals (which correspond tothe literals that appear in the clause) by an overlapped path containing ten overlapped edgesand nine overlapped vertices (c0 = l1jl2jl3,) c1, c2, ..., c9, (c10 = uijui). We call this pathchain. The weight assignment for the chains is as follows:
Figure 6: The chains

w(c0c1) = 1;w(c1c2) = 0:5;w(c2c3) = 0:5;w(c3c4) = 1;w(c4c5) = 1;w(c5c6) = 4;w(c6c7) = 15;w(c7c8) = 22;w(c8c9) = 5;w(c9c10) = 50:Figure 6 displays a chain and its weight assignment.7



Figure 7: An instance for a single clauseThe combination of the gadgets pillar, ippers and swings forming the weighted graphG does not have a tension free layout. However, if one of the ippers connected to eachswing is \broken" the new graph admits a tension free layout. Figure 7 displays a layoutin which the tension appears in the ippers and chains and a tension-free layout after asplitting operation.This collection of ippers, swings and chains in a pillar forms an instance of the SPLIT-TENSION-FREE GRAPH problem. It is constructed in polynomial time (a1 + a2K +a3KjCj+ a4K2). We claim that there is a satisfying truth assignment for C if and only if
Figure 8: A tension free layout of a combi-nation swing-chain-ippers

there is a sequence of K = jU j splitting op-erations on the weighted graph G = (V;E;w)that yields a weighted graph G0 = (V 0; E; w)(with the same assignment w of G) such thatw is valid.Suppose we have a satisfying truth assign-ment for C. If a variable ui is true, then wesplit the split-vertex si in the ipper corre-sponding to ui; if ui is false, then we split si.These split operations give a graph G0. Thuseach ipper has been \broken" at either s or s.Since each clause c has at least one true literal,the swing-ipper combination is \broken" atthe split-vertex of the ipper on the side con-nected by a chain to the swing correspondentto the clause c. This is represented schemat-ically in Figure 8 for a clause c = (x _ y _ z)8



with literal x true.The ipper which is \broken" on the side connected to the swing allows the swing to\tip-over" and \releases" the tension for the clause.
Figure 9: The two possible releases of the tension by a splitting operationThe weight assignment for G0 is valid. The pillar and swings (in isolation) are alwaysvalid, each ipper is \broken" and thus valid. For each swing, the tension in at least onechain is released by the breaking of one of it's literals counterpart split-vertices, and thusthe swing may tip over to release the tension on the other two chains, as in Figure 9.Furthermore, the chains connecting the ippers and the swings may assume one of the sixcon�guration shown in Figure 9 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) or (f). Note that, if two or threeliterals are true in a single clause we choose the second con�guration shown in Figure 9.Therefore, the graph G can be embedded in the plane such that each vertex coordinatesare a multiple of 0:5.

Figure 10: a tension-free layout for c = (u1 _u2 _ u3)
Figure 10 displays the case for the clausec = (u1 _ overlineu2 _ u3) where u1 and u3are false and u2 is true. The layout of thethree chain connecting l1 to u1, l2 to u2 andl3 to u3 are shown in Figure 10 (a), (b) and(c), respectively.Conversely, let K be a set of split-ting operations in the weighted graphG = (V;E;w) which yields a graph G0 =(V 0; E; w) such as w a valid weight assign-ment. Since each ipper must be \broken"to give a valid weight assignment, and thereare K = jU j ippers, each ipper must bebroken by splitting exactly one vertex. Sucha split can only occurs at one of the split-vertices s or s. If s is split, we assign the 9



corresponding variable to be true; if s is split, we assign the corresponding variable false.This is a satisfying truth assignment for C. Since there are already K splitting operationin the ippers, no further vertices were split. To release the tension of a swing-chain com-bination, at least one of the ippers connected to the swing must be \broken" on the sameside as the chain connecting to the swing. Thus a literal in each clause is true. 2The previous proofs have implications in subgraph embeddings as follows.TENSION-FREE WEIGHTED SUBGRAPHInstance: Graph G, positive integer number K < jEj, weight assignment w.Question: Is there a subset E 0 � E with jE � E 0j � K such that the weightassignment applied to the edges remaining in G0 = (V;E 0) is a valid assignment?Corollary 3.4 The TENSION-FREE WEIGHTED SUBGRAPH is a NP-hard problem.
Figure 11: the new ipper

Proof: Reduce 3SAT to TENSION-FREE WEIGHTED SUBGRAPH. Givenan instance of 3SAT, build a graph in thesame way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1with a slightly di�erent ipper. The newipper has the vertices ui and ui as singlevertices which are adjacent by single edgesto the vertices si and si (see Figure 11). 24 ConclusionsWe have shown that computing the minimum number of certain operations that transforma given weighted graph into one that can be embedded in the plane in a tension-free way isNP-hard. The operations considered are vertex splitting and edge removal.These results suggest that exact algorithms for the problems are probably exponential,and that it makes sense to look for alternative algorithms. For the vertex splitting operation,heuristic methods have been proposed [2]. It would be interesting to come up with similarmethods for the case of edge removal.We are currently studying a version of the problem where nodes are placed in pointsof the form (i�; j�), with i and j integer and � a �xed real number. In this case, we seeklayouts with tension at most � in every edge.10
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